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INFINITI

INFINITI is a modular luminaire solution especially designed for mounting in long lengths. The product is exclusively 
developed for LED and is available in suspended, recessed and ceiling or wall surface mounted versions.

INFINITI can be delivered with 3 different optics, has options for direct or direct/indirect output and all fixtures feature a 
wide range of lumen packages making it well suited for a vast array of applications. Various module sizes can be used 
as building blocks to achieve most required lengths. If you don`t want to compromise, just specify the exact tailor-made 
length. Select additional corner units for creating L, U or O shaped systems.

INFINITI is also available with integrated emergency and sensor solutions. This is an efficient and sophisticated system 
that is easy to configure and easy to mount.

INFINITI incorporates cutting edge technology that is in a constant flux state, creating new possibilities and improved 
performance at far greater rates than fixtures of decades past. When designing INFINITI installations, please ensure that 
the latest documentation is consulted, especially the most recent version of this Specification Guide, available from our 
website under the INFINITI page.



INFINITI

PROFILE SELECTION GUIDE
At the heart of the INFINITI system are three effective profile designs that can solve almost any commercial application. Optimised 
to fulfil multiple requirements, each profile addresses the needs of its environment with an elegant and practical touch.

INFINITI-P INFINITI-S INFINITI-R

Profile
INFINITI-P INFINITI-S INFINITI-R

(Premium Profile) (Standard Profile) (Recessed Profile)
Option Susp Kits Wall Bkts None Wall Bkts Susp Kits None T-Bar Kits

Mounting

Suspended (Wire) ü ü

Surface
(Ceiling) ü

(Wall) ü ü

Recessed
(Plaster) ü
(T-bar) ü

Optics
Direct

MicroPrismatic ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
Opal ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Asymmetric ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
Indirect Dispersive ü ü

Layouts

Linear
Modules ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Runs ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Shapes

L ü ü ü ü ü
U ü ü ü ü ü
O ü ü ü ü ü

Control
Switching

Simple ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
Up/Down ü ü

Program DALI ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

LED

CRI
80 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
90 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

CCT

3000K ü ü ü ü ü ü ü
4000K ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

HCL ü ü ü ü ü ü ü



OPTIC SELECTION GUIDE
INFINITI offers a choice of three primary optics, with the option of a secondary indirect optic for the INFINITI-P profile. There are 
high, medium and low output choices for each optic, as well as DALI dimming options for most applications.

MICROPRISMATIC LENS (DIRECT OPTIC)
This optic is well suited for working areas where more 
glare control is required. Precision moulded specially for 
the INFINITI in linear and corner shapes, its CDP (Conical 
De-glaring Prism) refractors provide high efficiency, smooth 
de-glaring and a pleasing opal appearance when illuminated.

OPAL DIFFUSER (DIRECT OPTIC)
INFINITI’s opal diffuser optic is designed for applications 
like social spaces and internal transit zones, where its broad 
distribution and increased vertical distribution gives faces and 
walls higher illumination levels

ASYMMETRIC LENS (DIRECT OPTIC)
The third primary optic choice for INFINITI is its asymmetric 
lens; an excellent choice for wallwashing and similar 
accenting tasks. The offset illumination of this optic allows a 
sympathetic solution for illuminating hospital corridors where 
patients are transported whilst on portable beds.

DISPERSIVE LENS (INDIRECT OPTIC)
INFINITI-P features a segregated channel that can be 
used for indirect illumination. The dispersive lens delivers 
and indirect batwing distribution, designed to reduce the 
brightness directly above the profile whilst still providing 
utilisable task illumination.



MOUNTING

SUSPENDED
Individual modules in various lengths, continuous runs or shaped systems utilising linear runs and 90° corners. INFINITI-P can be 
configured for direct-only or direct/indirect illumination.

WALL SURFACE MOUNTED
Individual modules or continuous runs. INFINITI-P can be configured for direct-only or direct/indirect illumination.

OPTICS

MICROPRISMATIC
Hightly efficient refractor grid optimised for performance and visual comfort. Reduced high-angle brightness makes this optic a 
good choice for offices and other locations where screen-based tasks are performed over long periods of time. 

OPAL
High transmission opalescent diffuser designed for uniform luminance. Improved vertical illumination from this optic renders it 
highly effective for more social areas such as lobbies and corridors where human interactions likely.

ASYMMETRIC

DISPERSIVE (INDIRECT)

Specialised lens designed to direct the peak illumination asymmetriclly across the primary axis of the extrusion. Sideways 
illumination is adept at solving wall illumination and hospital corridor tasks.

A reeded lens providing an inverted ‘bat-wing’ distribution to provide utilisable illumination across the ceiling/slab whilst still 
reducing the ‘hot spot’ directly above the luminaire. Indirect optics are modular and typically begin 140mm shorter at each end than 
their direct illumination counterparts to allow for electrical and mechanical connectivity.

INFINITI-P
PROFILE GUIDE

INFINITI-P is the Premium profile for wall mounted and suspended applications with and without uplight.



COLOUR APPEARANCE (CCT)

NEUTRAL/COOL WHITE (4000K)
Excellent at keeping people feeling alert, without feeling the environment iscold and harsh, this is a good choice for offices, schools, 
hospitals and similar places where work needs to be performed over long periods.

WARM WHITE (3000K)
Nearing the appearance of incandescent globes and candlelight, this is the better choice for social spaces and areas where people 
will interact. 

HCL (VARIABLE 2700-6500K)
HCL, or Human Centric Lighting, is a colour appearance option provided by INFINITI solutions where differing CCT values will be 
desired. Using this option, the fixtures are able to be programmed for cycle-based or task-based variances in CCT.
The system can be programmed to emulate the various appearances of daylight during morning and afternoon to assist with 
cicadian rhythms and promote wellbeing. 

COLOUR ACCURACY (CRI)

HIGH (CRI 80)
An excellent compromise between efficiency and colour accuracy, CRI 80 installations have been the mainstay of commercial 
lighting for the last few decades. 

VERY HIGH (CRI 90)
Where colour accuracy is more critical or preferred, CRI 90 is an excellent choice that does not lose a great deal in efficiency when 
compared with more common solutions.
INFINITI solutions combining 4000K and CRI 90 are also Cyanosis Observation compliant. 

CODES

CODE MATRIX
As INFINITI is a system with a high degree of flexibility, design quotation and supply will require drawings for communication of 
many essential details. Alongside a drawing, specification can be simply a matter of noting the INFINITI name and nominating the 
preferred options (e.g. mounting, optic, etc.).
Alternatively the product code matrix in this guide can be used for speciifcation of the desired options.

OPTIONS
Details such as dimming can be nominated in the fixture description or via the Options section in the product code matrix in this 
guide.

DIMENSIONS

MODULES
INFINITI-P can be supplied in modules of 564mm, 1128mm, 1410mm or 1692mm length (plus end caps).

LONG RUNS
INFINITI is designed to accommodate long runs. In simplest form, the solutions are created with combinations and/or multiples 
of the standard module sizes (plus end caps). Additional extrusion and diffuser/lens can be added to create specific lengths if 
requested.

CORNERS
90° illuminated corners can be provided in a standard 620mm x 620mm confirguration (not for wall mounting). This can be 
combined with the linear fixture to create a variety of shapes to match or contrast the building architecture. 



OPTICS

MICROPRISMATIC
Hightly efficient refractor grid optimised for performance and visual comfort. Reduced high-angle brightness makes this optic a 
good choice for offices and other locations where screen-based tasks are performed over long periods of time. 

OPAL
High transmission opalescent diffuser designed for uniform luminance. Improved vertical illumination from this optic renders it 
highly effective for more social areas such as lobbies and corridors where human interactions likely.

ASYMMETRIC
Specialised lens designed to direct the peak illumination asymmetriclly across the primary axis of the extrusion. Sideways 
illumination is adept at solving wall illumination and hospital corridor tasks.

INFINITI-S
PROFILE GUIDE

INFINITI-S is the Standard profile for surface and suspended applications.

MOUNTING

CEILING SURFACE MOUNTED
Individual modules in various lengths, continuous runs or shaped systems utilising linear runs and 90° corners.

SUSPENDED
As per the modules, runs and systems of the surface mounted version, INFINITI-S can be wire suspended with fixed wire locations 
and entry points. INFINITI-S is for direct illumination only.

WALL SURFACE MOUNTED
Individual modules or continuous runs.



COLOUR APPEARANCE (CCT)

NEUTRAL/COOL WHITE (4000K)
Excellent at keeping people feeling alert, without feeling the environment iscold and harsh, this is a good choice for offices, schools, 
hospitals and similar places where work needs to be performed over long periods.

WARM WHITE (3000K)
Nearing the appearance of incandescent globes and candlelight, this is the better choice for social spaces and areas where people 
will interact. 

HCL (VARIABLE 2700-6500K)
HCL, or Human Centric Lighting, is a colour appearance option provided by INFINITI solutions where differing CCT values will be 
desired. Using this option, the fixtures are able to be programmed for cycle-based or task-based variances in CCT.
The system can be programmed to emulate the various appearances of daylight during morning and afternoon to assist with 
cicadian rhythms and promote wellbeing. 

COLOUR ACCURACY (CRI)

HIGH (CRI 80)
An excellent compromise between efficiency and colour accuracy, CRI 80 installations have been the mainstay of commercial 
lighting for the last few decades. 

VERY HIGH (CRI 90)
Where colour accuracy is more critical or preferred, CRI 90 is an excellent choice that does not lose a great deal in efficiency when 
compared with more common solutions.
INFINITI solutions combining 4000K and CRI 90 are also Cyanosis Observation compliant. 

CODES

CODE MATRIX
As INFINITI is a system with a high degree of flexibility, design quotation and supply will require drawings for communication of 
many essential details. Alongside a drawing, specification can be simply a matter of noting the INFINITI name and nominating the 
preferred options (e.g. mounting, optic, etc.).
Alternatively the product code matrix in this guide can be used for speciifcation of the desired options.

OPTIONS
Details such as dimming can be nominated in the fixture description or via the Options section in the product code matrix in this 
guide.

DIMENSIONS

MODULES
INFINITI-S can be supplied in modules of 564mm, 1128mm, 1410mm or 1692mm length (plus end caps).

LONG RUNS
INFINITI is designed to accommodate long runs. In simplest form, the solutions are created with combinations and/or multiples 
of the standard module sizes (plus end caps). Additional extrusion and diffuser/lens can be added to create specific lengths if 
requested.

CORNERS
90° illuminated corners can be provided in a standard 620mm x 620mm confirguration. This can be combined with the linear fixture 
to create a variety of shapes to match or contrast the building architecture. 



MOUNTING

PLASTER RECESSED
Individual modules in various lengths, continuous runs or shaped systems utilising linear runs and 90° corners.

T-BAR RECESSED
Individual modules or continuous runs. Laying into a standard 100mm wide T-bar aperture, can either be supplied in modules to 
suit 100x600mm or 100x1200mm ceiling systems, or in continuous lengths for running parallel to primary rails.

OPTICS

MICROPRISMATIC
Hightly efficient refractor grid optimised for performance and visual comfort. Reduced high-angle brightness makes this optic a 
good choice for offices and other locations where screen-based tasks are performed over long periods of time. 

OPAL
High transmission opalescent diffuser designed for uniform luminance. Improved vertical illumination from this optic renders it 
highly effective for more social areas such as lobbies and corridors where human interactions likely.

ASYMMETRIC
Specialised lens designed to direct the peak illumination asymmetriclly across the primary axis of the extrusion. Sideways 
illumination is adept at solving wall illumination and hospital corridor tasks.

INFINITI-R
PROFILE GUIDE

INFINITI-R features a slimline trim that fills multiple roles in Recessing applications.



COLOUR APPEARANCE (CCT)

NEUTRAL/COOL WHITE (4000K)
Excellent at keeping people feeling alert, without feeling the environment iscold and harsh, this is a good choice for offices, schools, 
hospitals and similar places where work needs to be performed over long periods.

WARM WHITE (3000K)
Nearing the appearance of incandescent globes and candlelight, this is the better choice for social spaces and areas where people 
will interact. 

HCL (VARIABLE 2700-6500K)
HCL, or Human Centric Lighting, is a colour appearance option provided by INFINITI solutions where differing CCT values will be 
desired. Using this option, the fixtures are able to be programmed for cycle-based or task-based variances in CCT.
The system can be programmed to emulate the various appearances of daylight during morning and afternoon to assist with 
cicadian rhythms and promote wellbeing. 

COLOUR ACCURACY (CRI)

HIGH (CRI 80)
An excellent compromise between efficiency and colour accuracy, CRI 80 installations have been the mainstay of commercial 
lighting for the last few decades. 

VERY HIGH (CRI 90)
Where colour accuracy is more critical or preferred, CRI 90 is an excellent choice that does not lose a great deal in efficiency when 
compared with more common solutions.
INFINITI solutions combining 4000K and CRI 90 are also Cyanosis Observation compliant. 

CODES

CODE MATRIX
As INFINITI is a system with a high degree of flexibility, design quotation and supply will require drawings for communication of 
many essential details. Alongside a drawing, specification can be simply a matter of noting the INFINITI name and nominating the 
preferred options (e.g. mounting, optic, etc.).
Alternatively the product code matrix in this guide can be used for speciifcation of the desired options.

OPTIONS
Details such as dimming can be nominated in the fixture description or via the Options section in the product code matrix in this 
guide.

DIMENSIONS

MODULES
For plaster recessing, INFINITI-R can be supplied in modules of 564mm, 1128mm, 1410mm or 1692mm length (plus end caps).
For T-bar recessing, INFINITI-R can be supplied in 595mm or 1195mm long modules (including end caps).

LONG RUNS
INFINITI is designed to accommodate long runs. In simplest form, the solutions are created with combinations and/or multiples of 
the standard plaster recessing module sizes (plus end caps). Additional extrusion and diffuser/lens can be added to create specific 
lengths if requested.

CORNERS
90° illuminated corners can be provided in a standard 620mm x 620mm confirguration (not for T-bar applications). This can be 
combined with the linear fixture to create a variety of shapes to match or contrast the building architecture. 



INFINITI-P
STANDALONE MODULE LAYOUT GUIDE

INFINITI-P 4 MODULE INFINITI-P 5 MODULE

INFINITI-P 6 MODULE

INFINITI-P 4 MODULE WITH WALL BRACKET OPTION 
(END CAPS NOT SHOWN - 5MM LENGTH EACH)

INFINITI-P standard lengths are determined by a number of factors. 282mm ‘modules’ are integrated in various multiples 
to define a set extrusion length. End caps are then added to this length to determine the final physical size.



SYSTEM MODULE LAYOUT GUIDE

INFINITI-P R(4) MODULE INFINITI-P R(5) MODULE

INFINITI-P R(6) MODULE

INFINITI-P 4 MODULE WITH WALL BRACKET OPTION 
(END CAPS NOT SHOWN - 5MM LENGTH EACH)

INFINITI-P CORNER MODULE

INFINITI-P systems work off similar principles to those shown in the standalone module layout. Overall dimensions can be 
affected in minor ways by such items as the presence of 90° corner modules.



INFINITI-S

INFINITI-R

MODULE LAYOUT GUIDE

MODULE LAYOUT GUIDE

INFINITI-S INFINITI-S CORNER MODULE

INFINITI-R WITH T-BAR OPTION

INFINITI-S standard lengths are determined by a number of factors. 282mm ‘modules’ are integrated in various multiples 
to define a set extrusion length. Standard module multiples are 4, 5 or 6, and where longer runs are desired they are 
created from combinations of these lengths. End caps are then added to determine the final physical size.

INFINITI-R standard lengths are determined by a number of factors. 282mm ‘modules’ are integrated in various multiples 
to define a set extrusion length. Standard module multiples for T-Bar systems are 2 or 4, and for Plaster ceilings are 2, 4, 5 
or 6, and where longer runs are desired they are created from combinations of these lengths. End caps are then added to 
determine the final physical size.

Extrusion Module
L C B

(mm) (mm) (mm)

INFINITI-S 4 1128 818 371

5 1410 1100 371

6 1692 1382 371

Extrusion Module L L1 C B
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

INFINITI-R 2 596 580 T.B.A. N/A

with T-bar option 4 1196 1180 818 330



INFINITI-R
MODULE LAYOUT GUIDE

PLASTER CEILING CUTOUTS

INFINITI-R standard lengths are determined by a number of factors. 282mm ‘modules’ are integrated in various multiples 
to define a set extrusion length. Standard module multiples for T-Bar systems are 2 or 4, and for Plaster ceilings are 2, 4, 5 
or 6, and where longer runs are desired they are created from combinations of these lengths. End caps are then added to 
determine the final physical size.

Cutout sizes are 72mm across the width of the fixture. Cutouts for the lengths of modules or runs are varied, but based 
upon the formula of extrusion plus end caps plus 4mm. Projects involving custom or combinations of standard module 
multiples will necessitate shop drawings for approval - cutout sizes and other critical dimensions will be shown on these 
documents.

INFINITI-R CORNER MODULEINFINITI-R

Extrusion Module
L L1 C

(mm) (mm) (mm)

INFINITI-R 2 586 570 T.B.A.

4 1150 1134 818

5 1432 1416 1100

6 1714 1698 1382

INFINITI-R CORNER MODULEINFINITI-R (R) MODULE

Extrusion Module
L C B

(mm) (mm) (mm)

INFINITI-R R(2) 564 254 N/A

R(4) 1128 818 221

R(5) 1410 1100 371

R(6) 1692 1382 371



Direct MicroPrismatic Lens Optic
Module Length1 Luminous Aperture Output Nominal Load Fixture Output (lm)

Type mm Width (mm) Length (mm) Setting (W) 830 840 930 9402 HCL3

2 564 61 564
High 20 2150 2245 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 13.2 1267 1319 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 8.6 668 676 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

4 1128 61 1128
High 36 4301 4491 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 22.4 2533 2638 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 13.2 1336 1352 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

5 1410 61 1410
High 44 5376 5613 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 27 3167 3297 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 15.5 1670 1691 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

6 1692 61 1692
High 52 6451 6736 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 31.6 3800 3956 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 17.8 2003 2029 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

R N/A 61 N/A
High --- --- --- --- --- ---
Mid --- --- --- --- --- ---
Low --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 Extrusion length - does not include end caps

2 Cyanosis observation compliant

3 CRI90+, CCT variable 2700K-6500K

Direct Opal Diffuser Optic
Module Length1 Luminous Aperture Output Nominal Load Fixture Output (lm)

Type mm Width (mm) Length (mm) Setting (W) 830 840 930 9402 HCL3

2 564 61 564
High 20 2022 2112 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 13.2 1191 1240 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 8.6 628 636 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

4 1128 61 1128
High 36 4045 4223 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 22.4 2383 2481 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 13.2 1256 1272 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

5 1410 61 1410
High 44 5056 5279 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 27 2978 3101 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 15.5 1570 1590 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

6 1692 61 1692
High 52 6067 6335 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 31.6 3574 3721 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 17.8 1884 1908 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

R N/A 61 N/A
High --- --- --- --- --- ---
Mid --- --- --- --- --- ---
Low --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 Extrusion length - does not include end caps

2 Cyanosis observation compliant

3 CRI90+, CCT variable 2700K-6500K

INFINITI
PHOTOMETRIC DESIGN GUIDE

The flexibility of INFINITI system construction results in a staggering number of possible photometric combinations. 
For simplicity of design, photometry has been provided for direct and indirect optics as separate components which can 
then be combined and ‘switched’ as required by the task. Photometry is provided for a 4 module multiple extrusion length 
(1128mm long). The following tables show this information alongside relevant data for pro-rating and fixture configuration.



Direct Asymmetric Lens Optic
Module Length1 Luminous Aperture Output Nominal Load Fixture Output (lm)

Type mm Width (mm) Length (mm) Setting (W) 830 840 930 9402 HCL3

2 564 61 564
High 20 2227 2326 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 13.2 1312 1366 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 8.6 692 700 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

4 1128 61 1128
High 36 4454 4651 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 22.4 2624 2732 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 13.2 1383 1401 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

5 1410 61 1410
High 44 5568 5814 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 27 3280 3415 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 15.5 1729 1751 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

6 1692 61 1692
High 52 6682 6977 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 31.6 3936 4098 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 17.8 2075 2101 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

R N/A 61 N/A
High --- --- --- --- --- ---
Mid --- --- --- --- --- ---
Low --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 Extrusion length - does not include end caps

2 Cyanosis observation compliant

3 CRI90+, CCT variable 2700K-6500K

Indirect Dispersive Lens Optic
Note - for standalone Module 4 extrusions, Output Setting must match Direct Optic’s Output Setting

Module Length1 Luminous Aperture Output Nominal Load Fixture Output (lm)
Type mm Width (mm) Length (mm) Setting (W) 830 840 930 9402 HCL3

4 1128 61 978
High 26 3379 3528 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 15.8 1991 2072 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 8.9 1049 1063 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

5 1410 61 1260
High 36 4506 4704 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 22.4 2654 2763 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 13.2 1399 1417 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

6 1692 61 1542
High 44 5632 5881 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Mid 27 3318 3454 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---
Low 15.5 1749 1771 T.B.C. T.B.C. ---

R N/A 61 N/A
High --- --- --- --- --- ---
Mid --- --- --- --- --- ---
Low --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 Extrusion length - does not include end caps

2 Cyanosis observation compliant

3 CRI90+, CCT variable 2700K-6500K



For simplicity, INFINITI can easily be specified by provision of a layout drawing 
alongside a description of the desired options (e.g. surface mounted, DALI 
dimmable, 4000K CRI90, MicroPrismatic optic, etc.)

In cases where a Product Code is preferred, the following Code Logic matrices can 
be used to define the desired options for each profile type.

CODE LOGIC

Example:

INFINITI-S5.AM.94
INFINITI-S series 1410mm Module, Direct Asymmetric Optic @ Medium Output, 4000K CRI90

Options
/SUSP c/w 1.5m Wire Suspensions

/WBKT c/w Wall Brackets

/DALI c/w DALI dimmable drivers

INFINITI-S CODES
Extrusion Module Direct Optic Direct Output Colour Characteristics
INFINITI-S 2 564mm .M Micro Prismatic H High .83 3000K CRI80

4 1128mm .O Opal M Medium .84 4000K CRI80

5 1410mm .A Asymmetric L Low .93 3000K CRI90

6 1692mm .94 4000K CRI90

R Custom .HC Human Centric

C 90° Corner

Example:

INFINITI-P4.OHUL.84/SUSP/DALI/SSW
INFINITI-P series 1128mm Module, Direct Opal Optic @ High Output, Indirect Diffuse Optic @ Low Output, 4000K CRI80, c/w 
1.5m Wire Suspensions, c/w DALI dimmable drivers, c/w Separate Switching (Direct vs Indirect Output

Options
/SUSP c/w 1.5m Wire Suspensions

/WBKT c/w Wall Brackets

/DALI c/w DALI dimmable drivers

/SSW c/w Separate Switching (Direct vs Indirect Output)

INFINITI-P CODES
Extrusion Module Direct Optic Direct Output Indirect Optic Indirect Output LED Colours
INFINITI-P 4 1128mm .M MicroPrismatic H High U Diffuse H High .83 3000K CRI80

5 1410mm .O Opal M Medium X None M Medium .84 4000K CRI80

6 1692mm .A Asymmetric L Low L Low .93 3000K CRI90

R Custom X None .94 4000K CRI90

C 90° Corner .HC Human Centric



Example:

INFINITI-R2.MH.83/TBAR/DALI
INFINITI-R series 564mm Module, Direct MicroPrismatic Optic High Output, 3000K CRI80, c/w T-Bar Recessing Kit, c/w 
DALI dimmable drivers

Options
/TBAR c/w T-Bar Recessing Kit (2M & 4M versions only)

/DALI c/w DALI dimmable drivers

INFINITI-R CODES
Extrusion Module Direct Optic Direct Output Colour Characteristics
INFINITI-R 2 564mm .M Micro Prismatic H High .83 3000K CRI80

4 1128mm .O Opal M Medium .84 4000K CRI80

5 1410mm .A Asymmetric L Low .93 3000K CRI90

6 1692mm .94 4000K CRI90

R Custom .HC Human Centric

C 90° Corner



HEAD OFFICE
28 Edgerton Road [PO Box 443]
Mitcham, VIC 3132
Tel: (03) 8878 2000
Fax: (03) 8878 2099
sales@versalux.com.au

SYDNEY SALES
Suite 3, 333 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Tel: (02) 9922 8900
Fax: (02) 9922 8999
sales@versalux.com.au

BRISBANE SALES
Level 1 Reception Suite 6.08,
433 Logan Road
Stones Corner, QLD 4120
Tel: (07) 3394 5000
Fax: (07) 3394 5099
sales@versalux.com.au

ADELAIDE SALES
Unit 2/780 South Road
Glandore, SA, 5037
Tel: (08) 8292 1100
Fax: (08) 8292 1199
sales@versalux.com.au

NEW ZEALAND SALES
Unit 3C, Henry Rose Place
Albany, Auckland, 0632
Tel: 09 447 3985
support@versalux.co.nz

PERTH DISTRIBUTOR
H.I. LIGHTING
111 Broadway
Bassendean, WA 6054
Tel: (08) 9377 1322
Fax: (08) 9377 1761
reception@hilighting.com.au

HOBART DISTRIBUTOR
ELECTRICAL AGENCIES
4 Linear Court
Moonah, TAS 7009
Tel: (03) 6273 1855
Fax: (03) 6273 1158
elecag@bigpond.net.au
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